Max Mosley – European Court of Human Rights
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We can confirm, on behalf of our client Max Mosley, that judgment in his application to the
European Court of Human Rights has been handed down today. The Fourth Section of the
Court has decided in favour of the UK Government. A full copy of the judgment can be found
here:
http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?item=1&portal=hbkm&action=html&highlight=mosl
ey&sessionid=70716105&skin=hudoc-fr
Our client’s case is that our right to privacy should not be simply theoretical. We should have
the ability to assert this right before it is lost. Our client was prevented from knowing of the
planned News of the World story so that it could be published before he could argue that it
was private. It was a calculated technique designed to bi-pass the right to privacy and we
have argued that it should have been unlawful. The European Court declared our client’s
application admissible and expressed its “severe criticisms” of the News of the World’s
“flagrant and unjustified breach” of our client’s privacy rights. Although the Court did not rule
that the obligation our client sought should be imposed it has recommended an amendment
to the Editor’s Code as suggested by the Department of Culture Media and Sport.

Whilst there are many positive aspects to the judgment, under Article 43.1 of the Convention
our client now has the option to request that the case be referred to the Grand Chamber of
the European Court of Human Rights.

Max Mosley comments:
“In July 2008 I succeeded in my civil claim against the News of the World. Following the
conclusion of that case I applied to the European Court of Human Rights because my
experience demonstrated to me that whilst I had a right to privacy, it was a right in name only;
a tabloid newspaper journalist could simply deny me that right before I could do anything
about it.
I am disappointed at today’s judgment, because I think that there is widespread recognition
that privacy is fundamental to the way we live our lives. The potential for intrusion into our
privacy is enormous and we need proper protection.
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My experience, and the experience of countless others, is that UK tabloid newspapers such
as the News of the World will stop at nothing to deny us privacy. They trade in sex scandals
using countless techniques and “dark arts” in the full knowledge that what they do ruins lives.
I think it is wrong that they can continue to do this with impunity. I also think that imposing
regulation on this trade in private information can be done without inhibiting public interest
journalism.
If a tabloid victim knows what is going on he can seek an injunction. Some do, much to the
annoyance of the tabloids. But in a small minority of cases, the paper keeps it secret and the
victim knows nothing until the story is out. This leaves the victim with no remedy. The private
information will never again be private and if he sues and wins, the damages he recovers,
plus the costs paid by the newspaper, will be less than the bill from his lawyers. This so-called
"shortfall" will leave him out of pocket - in my case, £30,000. A favourable judgment would
have allowed this obvious gap in UK law to be closed.
My current intention is to continue with my application by way a request to the Grand
Chamber and I will be discussing this with my lawyers over the next few days.”

For further information please contact:
Dominic Crossley, Partner, Collyer Bristow LLP
T: +44 (0)20 7468 7269 E: dominic.crossley@collyerbristow.com
Tim Lowles, Associate Solicitor, Collyer Bristow LLP
T: +44 (0)20 7468 7232 E: tim.lowles @collyerbristow.com

Notes to Editors
Collyer Bristow LLP is a 33 partner firm of solicitors with offices in London and Geneva. It is ranked in
both Chambers and the Legal 500 directories. It provides a complete legal service to a wide range of
businesses and private individuals. Its client base includes multinationals, public and private companies,
businesses and partnerships, public sector organisations and it also has a substantial private client
practice. The firm's Geneva office provides a European base from which to service its many
international clients. The firm is particularly highly regarded for its work in commercial and residential
property, charities, corporate and commercial, dispute resolution, employment, IP, insolvency, private
client, sport, sponsorship, media and entertainment, and for its leading international family law team.
Famous for its own ground-breaking in-house art gallery, the firm is passionate in its support for the
contemporary arts. The current exhibition can be viewed at www.collyerbristow.com.
...FROM CASH FLOW TO GAME SHOW, from

inbound flight to copyright, FROM INCOME TAX TO RUNNING TRACKS, from resignations to emigrations, FROM PRENUPS TO WINNERS'
from cargo to embargo, FROM SQUARE FEET TO BALANCE SHEETS, from litigation to mitigation, FROM BUILDING SITES TO OPENING NIGHTS, from allegations to
liquidations, FROM CORPORATION TO DEFAMATION, from litigation to aviation, FROM SQUARE FEET TO CONCRETE, from mortar to exporter, FROM PARTNERSHIP TO
COMPANIONSHIP, from insolvency to residency, FROM CONTROVERSIAL TO COMMERCIAL, from websites to patent rights, FROM INNOVATION TO COMPANY FLOTATION, from
allegation to arbitration, FROM COMPENSATION TO COMPILATION, from board meeting to completing, FROM MEDIATION TO PUBLICATION, from office space to relay race,
FROM NEGOTIATION TO EXONERATION, from building lease to press release, FROM SKYSCRAPER, TO BLUEPRINT PAPER, from cohabitation to investigation, FROM SHORT LET
TO LARGE DEBT, from disclosure to exposure, FROM COMPANY DIRECTORS TO TAX COLLECTORS, from restaurant chain to ad campaign, FROM SALARIES TO GALLERIES, from
discrimination to TV station, FROM COPYRIGHT TO SOUND BITE, from designer to cargo liner ,FROM INVENTOR TO PRESENTER, from licensee to retiree, FROM TITLE DEEDS
TO SALE PROCEEDS, from courts to sports, FROM CURRENCY TO INSOLVENCY, from CGT to IHT…
CUPS,
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